Abstract: Fault tolerant multiple phased systems (FTMPS), i.e., systems whose critical components are independently replicated and whose operational life can be partitioned in a set of disjoint periods, are called "phases". Because of their deployment in critical applications, their reliability analysis is a task of primary relevance to validate the designs. Fault tree analysis based on binary decision diagram (BDD) is one of the most commonly used techniques for FTMPS reliability analysis. To utilize the technique the fault tree structure of FTMPS needs to be converted into the corresponding BDD format. Our research work shows that the system BDD generation algorithms presented in the literature are too inefficient to be used for industrial complex FTPMS because of the problems, such as variable ordering and combination of large BDDs. This paper presents a more efficient approach consisting of a flatting pre-processing technique, a proved efficient ordering heuristic and a bottom-up generation algorithm. The approach tries to combine share-variable BDDs by complex combination operation firstly and then combine no-share-variable BDDs using simple combination operation, thus to alvoid the intensive computations caused by large BDD combination operations. An example FTMPS is analyzed to illustrate the advantages of our approach.
Introduction
Many fault tolerant systems devoted to the control and management of critical activities perform a series of tasks which must be accomplished in sequence. Their operational life consists of a sequence of nonoverlapping periods, called phases. These systems are often called fault tolerant multiple phased systems (FTMPS). Examples of FTMPS can be found in various application domains. A typical class of FTMPS frequently found in the literature is represented by the on-board systems for the aided-guide of aircraft whose mission consists of take-off, ascent, cruise, approach, and landing phases. Another typical example is provided by the distributed computing systems involved in long-life scientific experiment, which must survive several long or short periods of low activity and perform intensive computations between these lightweight periods to achieve the scientific goals of the mission.
Fault tree analysis is recently a widely accepted technique to assess the probability and frequency of system failure in many industries. The analysis performed on fault tree can be either qualitative or quantitative. Qualitative analysis shows, for instance, which combinations of failures must occur together to cause a top-level failure. Quantitative analysis, on the other hand, calculates the probability of the top event occur- ring from the probabilities of the basic events. The majority of computer codes used for these analysis are based on the kinetic tree theory [1] formulated in 1970.
For complex systems, this theory uses approximations.
In last decade, a new assessment technique based on a binary decision diagram (BDD) formulation of the system failure logic has been produced [2] . Since their introduction in the reliability field they have proved to be a very powerful tool in many cases. They made possible to assess complex fault-trees both qualitatively (computation of minimal cut-sets) and quantitatively (exact calculation of the top event). Tools such as Aralia1 can in many cases give results more accurate than conventional tools while running 1000 times faster [3] . Compared with normal single-phase system, the fault tree to binary decision diagram conversion of FTMPS is much more complex because of the dependencies of component states across the phases. For instance, the state of a component at the beginning of a new phase is identical to its state at the end of the previous phase [4] . Our research work shows that the system BDD generation algorithms presented in the literature is too inefficient to be used for industrial complex FTPMS because of the problems, such as variable ordering and combination of large BDDs. This paper presents a more efficient approach consisting of a flatting pre-processing technique, a proved efficient ordering heuristic and a bottom-up generation algorithm. The approach tries to combine share-variable BDDs by complex combination operation firstly and then combine no-share-variable BDDs using simple combination operation, thus to avoid the intensive computations caused by large BDD combination operations.
Related Works
Normally, BDD-based fault tree analysis consists of following steps: (1) Use fault tree to model causal chains leading to FTMPS failures; (2) Use Boolean variable x to represent the occurrence or nonoccurrence of the basic event x, i.e., x = 1 means basic event x has occurred, and x = 0 means basic event x has not occurred; (3) Select an ordering of the variables; (4) Generate a BDD from a fault tree and a variable ordering; (5) Analyze the generated BDD quantitatively to obtain the probability of top event (unreliability of the system) or analyze qualitatively to obtain (minimal) cut of the fault. In this paper, steps 3 and 4 are considered seriously. The algorithm of computation for step 5 can be found [2] . Compared with normal single-phase system, system BDD generation of FTMPS is much more complex because of the dependencies of component states across the phases. Zang et al. presented a special BDD operation, phase-dependent operation (PDO) [5] , derived for the relations of phase algebra [6] to deal with the acrossphase dependencies. Let / i j , and component A be used in both Phases i and j. Use its format E i and E j to represent Phase BDD of Phase i and Phase j, respectively. When expanded with regard to A i and A j , they can be written as: 1 2 ite( , , ),
ite( , , ), For the forward PDO (the order of variables is the same as the phase order):
For the backward PDO (the order of variables is the reverse of the phase order):
Using PDO, we can combine the BDD for each phase or each sub-tree to obtain the entire MPS BDD using PDOCombine generation algorithm [5] . The nature of the BDD ensures that automatic cancellation of components from earlier phases can be done without additional operations. Thus, there is a considerable reduction in computing and storage requirements over the earlier approaches.
In Ref. [7] , the authors identified that there is an unstated restriction on the variable ordering for generating BDD of each individual phase and the entire MPS BDD in previous PDOCombine generation algorithm. They find that the developed PDO can generate the correct MPS BDD only given that the ordering scheme abides by the following rules:
Rule 1 Orderings adopted in the generation of each single phase BDD are consistent or the same for all the phases.
Rule 2 Orderings of variables that belong to the same component but to different phases and stay together. 
Complex FTMPS
As stated in Ref. [8] , normally an FTMPS has typical features as follows:
(1) Tasks executed in a phase may differ from those performed within other phases.
(2) Performance and dependability requirements can differ from one phase to another.
(3) During some phases, the system may be subject to a particularly stressing environment, thus experiencing dramatic increases in the failure rate of its components.
(4) The configuration may change over time, in accordance with performance and dependability requirements of the phase being currently executed.
In this paper, the FTMPS considered with the following assumptions:
(1) Component failures are independent within each phase.
(2) A component remains down for the remaining phases if it is down in one phase, i.e., the system is not maintained.
(3) Phase durations are deterministic.
It is important to know that most calculation rules for the probabilistic analysis depend on the assumption that all events are stochastically independent of each other.
In the following, we present a scenario of application, which include most of the typical features of the complex FTMPS that pose issues to the reliability analysis methodologies.
A highly reliable system is considered. The system embarked on long-life spacecraft designed for a scientific experiment, which must perform three phases of constant duration in a given, fixed order to achieve the scientific goals of the mission.
This FTMPS uses computer CMP consisting of a core computing system CCMP in series with its IO, power and disk sub-systems to perform all computations. The CCMP is equipped with three redundant identical minimal systems M1, M2, and M3, and each consists of CPU, memory, and bus components. To improve reliability further, IO, disk, power sub-systems, and memory components are designed to be three modular redundant (TMR), and bus component to be dual modular redundant. The CCMP can be used in various X/N (X out of N) redundancy configurations (e.g., 1/3, 2/3, and 3/3). Within a given phase, the configuration that best meets the performance and dependability requirements of the phase being currently executed is adopted.
Apart from the above computing system, there is a data-gathering system DG, which has its own core processing system, IO, and power subsystems that are all designed to be TMR. If data-gathering process is required, data-gathering system is activated by the computing system. According different data quality requirements, data-gathering system may be used in different redundancy configurations (e.g., 1/3, 2/3, and 3/3).
Fault tree modeling
Fault tree analysis (FTA) is an analysis technique for safety and reliability aspects using a graphical representation to model causal chains leading to failures. The concept is to start with a failure event and to trace its influences back until the basic influence factors are reached. The resulting influence hierarchy is depicted as an upside-down tree with the failure event. Those events whose causes have been further developed are termed 'intermediate events'. The top event of the fault tree is the system failure, which is also an intermediate event. Events in the fault tree are combined using logic connectives, in this paper mainly two connectives are used to express how influences contribute to a consequential failure. 'AND' (*) indicates that all influence factors must apply simultaneously and 'OR' (+) indicates that at least one of the influence factors must apply to cause the failure For FTMPS, there are two kinds of fault tree models: phase-level fault tree, which represents the causal chain between component failure and phase failure, and system-level fault tree, which represents the causal chain between phase failure and mission failure. If a FTMPS has n phases, it has n phase-level fault trees and can also have several system-level fault trees. For system-level fault tree, much research work only is consider OR-ed phases, which means that if the system fails during any one phase, it fails to achieve the mission. Thus, the reliability of a phase-OR FTMPS is the probability that the mission successfully achieves the objectives in all phases. However, there are real FTMPS that have combinatorial phase requirements [14] , which means that a phased-mission system could have a failure criterion as any logical combination of the 
Problems with complex FTMPS
In generating system BDD from fault tree model of above complex FTMPS, our research work shows that the PDOCombine generation approach suffers from following two problems:
(1) As stated in Ref. [7] , the PDO combine operation can be correctly generated only given that: in system ordering variables that belong to the same component but to different phases and stay together. References [5, 7] did not tell us how to choose a system variable ordering, which can meet above constraint and also have good performance, i.e., for many fault trees with different structure characteristics, the resulted system BDD is comparatively small.
(2) For an extremely complex FTMPS, the combinations between two large BDDs (such as three phase BDDs) using the PDO combine operation always cost unacceptable large amounts of computation time.
An Efficient Approach

Flatting
A pre-processing technique, flatting reduction, needs to be applied to the fault tree model to make the process of choosing variable ordering and constructing the system BDD simple and efficient. It can be described as follows:
Traverse the fault tree in top-down manner, check any immediate event father if it has a fan-out immediate event son with the same operation attribute AND/OR, then remove son and attach all fan-out events of son to father. The above traversal is repeated until no further changes are possible in the fault tree, resulting in a more compact representation of the system.
Having reduced the fault tree to a more concise form, we now consider the variable ordering problem.
Variable ordering
Converting the fault tree requires the basic events of the tree to be placed in an ordering. The ordering is critical for the resulting size of the BDD. Actually, there is often a variation of several orders of magnitude between the sizes of two BDDs built over reasonable variable orderings. But the problem of computing an ordering that minimizes the size of a BDD is itself a co-NP-complete problem [9] , i.e., finding the best variable ordering is an intractable task. Therefore, it is unavoidable to develop ordering heuristics for FTMPS to select an adequate ordering.
Heuristic Weights with a value of 1 are assigned to each leaf of the fault tree. The weight of each gate is obtained by adding the weights of its inputs. When the weights are known in the whole tree, a depth-first traversal of the tree is made, choosing at each level the sons of a gate by order of increasing weights. During this traversal, the basic event variables are put in the ordered list as soon as they are encountered. But if two gates with weight W 1 and W 2 have some same successor events (not necessarily directly), force their weights to be same W 1 or W 2 . For a variable (e.g., x_1), if another variable with different phase indicator (e.g., x_2) is already in the list, insert this variable (x_1) before or after its partner (x_2).
Above heuristic is adequate one because that: (1) It is developed based on a proved efficient heuristic for single-phase system, which adopts weighting method and is used by Ref. [5] and studied in Ref. [10] ; (2) It keeps the variables that belong to the same component but to different phases and stay together in system ordering; (3) It makes it possible to bring the combinations of share-variable BDDs forward.
To illustrate the heuristic, consider the fault tree illustrated in Fig. 1 . Upon application of above weighting procedure, we list all the gates in the second level by order of increasing weights as follows: POWER_1 = POWER_2 = POWER_3 < IO_1 = IO_2 = IO_3 < DISK_1 = DISK_2 = DISK_3 < CCMP1_1 = CCMP1_2 = AND1_3 = AND2_3 = AND3_3.
Simple combine operation
For a large fault tree model of a complex FTMPS, there are many intermediate gates without share variables and a simple combine operation to combine their BDDs can be used. This operation can be described as follows:
Given two BDDs, bdd1 and bdd2, if they do not have any share variables, the combination of them is very easy. bdd1+bdd2 can be generated by replacing 0 node in bdd1 with the top node in bdd2 (given that variable ordering is bdd1 bdd2) or by replacing 0 node in bdd2 with the top node in bdd1 (given that variable ordering is bdd2 bdd1), as shown in Fig. 2a . As the same, bdd1 * bdd2 can be generated by replacing 1 node in bdd1 with the top node in bdd2 or by replacing 1 node in bdd2 with the top node in bdd1, as shown in Fig. 2b . 
FTMPS2BDD algorithm
In this section, we propose a more efficient system BDD generation algorithm for complex FTMPS-FTMPS2BDD, which adopts the PDO combine operation and above identified simple combine operation to convert a fault tree model into corresponding BDD format under the variable ordering generated by the heuristic presented above.
As shown in Fig. 3, FTMPS2BDD called with top event of the target fault tree traverses the fault tree and generates BDD for every event in a bottom-up manner, and the BDD of immediate event (x) is obtained by combining the BDDs of all its fan-out events (fx 1 , fx 2 , …, fx m ). If we find that there are fx i and fx j have same weights because of having some same successor events, we can combine their corresponding BDDs by PDO combine operation. Then, we can use simple combine operation to combine all remained no share variables sub BDDs quickly.
Applying above presented new approach, the example FTMPS instance can be solved as follows:
(1) Use PDOCombine to generate BDDs for the power, IO, and disk sub-systems of computing system.
(2) Use PDOCombine to generate BDDs for the three replicas of minimal system M1, M2, and M3.
(3) Use simple combination operation to generate BDD CCMP1_1.
(4) Use simple combination operation to generate BDD AND1_3, AND2_3, and AND3_3.
(5) Use PDOCombine algorithm to generate BDD for computing system.
(6) As the same, BDDs for date gathering system DG1_2+DG2_3 can also be generated.
(7) Use simple combination operation to generate final system BDD. 
Conclusions
This research has shown that using BDD approach to analyze both qualitatively and quantitatively fault tree diagram is more efficient and more accurate than using the fault tree methodology itself. Although BDD-based fault tree analysis of single-phase systems attracts long-time attention of many researchers, their use for dependability analysis of multiple-phased systems is not fully studied.
In this paper, we discuss the system BDD generation problem of FTMPS. We present a more efficient approach consisting of a flatting pre-processing technique, a proved efficient ordering heuristic and a bottom-up generation algorithm. The approach tries to combine share-variable BDDs by complex combination operation firstly and then combine no-sharevariable BDDs using simple combination operation, thus to avoid the intensive computations caused by large BDD combination operations. An example FTMPS is analyzed to illustrate the advantages of our approach.
